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Arturo Torres-Rioseco

THE TWENTY-FIVE YEAR ANNIVER·
SARYOFDONSEGUNDOSOMBRA
19 26, just twenty-five years ago, Don Segundo Sombra
was published in Argentina. The critics unanimously praised
this work, and since then the reputation of Don Segundo
Sombra has become more and more solid. Today the novel is considered a classic.
Don Segundo Sombra belongs to the gauchesco· genre,' inasmuch as it deals with the life of the pampa, its men, its work, and
its atmosphere. The style of the book is,that of the inhabitants of
the province of Buenos Aires; it has the regional idiom which its
author, Ricardo Giiiraldes, knew as well as Spanish. Nevertheless, Don Segundo Sombra, although it is a gauchesco work, has
nothing in common with the truculent novels of Eduardo Gutierrez, the initiator of this g~nre, nor with the" most important
poems of the popular epic, Martin Fierro and Santos Vega.
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Don Segundo Sombra is narrated in the first person by'~ young

j

gaucho, who learns the various tasks of the pampa u~der theguidance of Don Segundo Sombra, whom he calls his godfather. The
essential purpose of the novel is. to show the affection andadmiration that the boy feels for his mentor. From the first time he sees"
him, "huge under his light colored poncho,': until he takes leave
of him and remains "likeone who is bleedingto death," the young
gaucho reveals the deep loyalty that he feels for his master and
makes us realize its quality.
Under the direction of Don Segundo he learnsuthe manliest of
occupations," that is, all the knowledge of the man of the pampa:
the cattle driver's skill, the tricks of the horse breaker, the expert
use of the lasso and the boleadoras,l the technique of developing
a good horse, the making of halters, reins, cinches.
When at the end of the novel the young man inherits a large
ranch, Don Segundo remains with him for three· years; then he
leaves and disappears into ~e pampa, thus fulfilling the destiny
of one who cannot take root anywhere but must always move on.
Don Segundo Sombra is more an idea than a man; hence, the
word "sombra," shadow, something which is beyond concrete
reality. Don Segundo is the symbol of manliness, he embodies the
feeling of liberty, perfection in one's wo~k~ dignity in simple or
great acts, patience, stoicism, anq. the kindn~ss and hl1mor of all
the gauchos of the past; he is the ideal gaucho whom Giiiraides
carried within himself, but who was also a man of flesh and blood
whose name was Segundo Ramirez.
That which the little gaucho admires in his master is this:
coolness in danger, honesty, absolute courage, modesty, the perfect knowledge of the cowboy's profeSsion, anddisdain for wealth.
Don Segundo is a gaucho, that is to say, he is the "son of God, of
the countryside, and of himself." Don Segundo defines himself
when he exclaims on addressing the. boy: "If you are a gaucho, a \ -

-1

1 Argentine lariat with balls at both ends, which are thrown to twist the lariat
around an animal's legs.
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real gaucho, you will not change, because wherever you go your
spirit will go before you leading you like a bell mare."
~ The young boy is the intelligent, admiring, and faithful'disciple. Don Seg\1ndo might have done with him whatever he
wanted; he could have made him a caudillo, an outlaw, a bad
gaucho, a slave to his will, but he preferred to shape him in his
own image, a perfect gaucho in his simplicity and greatness. The
little gaucho possesses besides that which Don Segundo seems to
have lost with age: the youthful emotion of the first experiences
of beauty, the intense joy of the pampa at dawn, the feeling of
rain on dry pastures and the horses' bodies, the pleasure of seeing
clear light on the fields and water. The great joy of living in liberty,which in Don Segundo is always latent but tempered by his
mature philosophy. belongs to youth in its fullness. The little
gaucho lives Don Segundo's early youth. that youth which Don
Segundo must have lived in order to become the hero that he was.
When the boy becomes the owner of a farm he will search in
books and in culture for the profound joy of new discoveries and
revelations with the same intensity as he did in the pampa.
The structure of the novel
is based on these two characters. The interest of the story
is maintained by the continuous succession of inner and
outer experienc~hebackground is the pampa. which
gives the characters their
emotional life, their idealism, and their experiences.
The novel isimovem~nt and
space-movement in so far as constant traveling is
concerned and the vital succession of sensations and
emotions; space in a real sense of places and numberless mirages.
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'Riding, riding, riding,' exclaims the little gaucho," and Don.
Segundo's existence is just this: "a constant desire to travql, which
is like a network of roads, and an eagerness to possess ev~rythi~g,
which increases every day:' That is why when the young gaucho _ .
has to remain on the farm' he feels that his life is ended; and in'order not to die completely, he tries to find a new life in books.
If the pampa is full of roads, the so~ls of the two characters are
full of horizons which invite them to their fullest expression.
As nanator the young man has written the novel,after he has
become a wealthy farm owner and a man of culture, that is, after
he has acquired a literary style. Let us remember that from childhood the little gaucho has had a fine sensibility and a deep rooted
pride ("I had learned already to swallow my tears and not to believe in Hattering words") , that he has become a philosophic and
stoic man under therwatchful eyes of Don Segundo, that continuous travels have kindled his imagination and a thousand experiences have enriched his inner world. Thus we shall understand
better Giiiraldes' manner of expression when he writes:
'Vay up yonder the starry sky seemed to be a huge eye, full of shining sands of sleep. Sleep fell upon me like a pile of straw on a sparrow.
U

l

,

Giiiraldes fuses the poetic faculty of the young man and th~ realism of his vision. "Way up yonder" keeps the rustic flavor of the
gauchesque idiom; "full of shining sands" is a poetic expression
which' denotes a literary standard,. the mark of a good writer.
"Sleep," an abstraction, becomes a concrete image to the gaucho
who has often seen a pile of straw fall upon a sParrow. Given these
examples we may understand better Giiiraldes' style•. He uses
constantly and accurately the language of the country folk, but
without wishing to be always picturesque and exotic, as is the
case of Jose Hernandez in his poem Martin Fierro.
Themost frequentresources of this style are: description oflittle things pertaining to country tasks, things that are so insignificant that it seems theyshouldn't have a name; use oiverbs already
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forgotten by the people of the cities but dear to the gauchos;
no~ns used exclusively by the cattle driver; adjectives and adverbs which have become worn through continuous regional
usage; half finished interjections and sentences, and emphatic rep'
et~tions. But all these are genuine forms, not invented by the
author; and with them he can give us accurate and faithful descriptions of real scenes of gaucho life, such as the following of a
country store:
Meantime, while my self-trust swelled like the day, we had come to
a country store. It was a single building, rectangular-shaped; the ta~
room was on the right of an open hall with benches where we sat down
side by side like swallows on a wire. The storekeeper handed out the
drinks through a coarse iron grating that caged him from the great
room with its tiers of gay-labeled bottles, flasks and jugs. Skin sacks of
mate leaf, demijohns of liquor, many-shaped barrels, saddles. blankets,
horse pads, lassos littered the floor. And through this welter of stock
the owner had made a narrow trail as cows made a path, and he came
and went along it bearing drinks, smokes, mate, saddle fittings. Attoss
from the taproom were a couple of columns of cement, joining the
roof of the house into an arbor for the patio of gnarled paradise trees.
And farther off was a taba field. The trail in front of the store bellied
out wide enough to hold the herd.
Other linguistic phenomena-archaisms, Indian words, phonetic
variations, ultracorre~tness, analogies-have less importance for
us, since their use may be found in other regions, whether it be
in Spanish Ame~ica, in Spain, or in New Mexico. In reading Don
Segundo Sombra one does not find those phrases of erudite pedantry which disfigure the style of so many gauchesque writers,
phrases that may impress the foreign readerbut never the inhabitant of Argentina.
.
Don Segundo Sombra is more thkn just a gauchesque novel; it
has the proportions of a work of universal aPRCal. Its hero is conditioned to regional life by what is perishable-language, clothing, occupation, a way of life-but by his deepest vital processes
Don Segundo may aspire to the status of a universal man. The
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dignity of his person imposes respect anywhere, and 'we can imagine that Don Segundo might enter a drawing room in Paris or
New York, wearing boots, spurs, and chiripd,' without anyone
daring to laugh at him. On horseback Don Segundo might have
accompanied in his rides through Hyd~ Park that English gaucho
whose mlme.was R. Cunningham Graham ("Don Roberto" to the
Argentineans) , or W. H. Hudson, the fam~us author of Far Away
and Long Ago.
His dignity, the preciseness of his words and actions, would
make him stand out in any social gathering. As a novel, Don Segundo Sombra fulfills the strictest Spanish concept of the genre:
pure realism, a fine sense of humor, concentration of interest on.
two characters, rapid succession of a gallery of interesting types,
internal and external movement. In this way Don Segundo Sombra follows, at a respectable distance, in the footsteps of the Lazarillo de Tormesand the Quijote.
Don Segundo Sombra .puts an end to the bizarre forms of the
works of its class, to the stupid repetition of melodramatic and
violent episodes, to the grandiose plots devoid of psychology, to
mediocre sentimentalism and eroticism. Nevertheless, the novel
does not lack feeling, but on the contrary possesses that deep emotion that one finds in human actions which are the result of a
genuine realism. Don Segundo Sombra is rich in human experience. With the ideas of this novel one could write an essay entided
ICGauchis~oand Philosophy" which would deal with self-reliance
and the harmony between human limitations and ambitions. Another essay, which might study the formation and development
of character, could be called uGauchismo.andPedagogy"; suchan
essay might revolutionize contemporary methods of education,
which insist on cluttering the mind of the student with pseudoscience, pedantic information, and half-troths, forgetting that
harmony of knowledge, morals, and character which humanistic
)
culture has left to us.
.,}__
2 Long fringed shawl worn

by gauchos. fastened at the>waist by! a belt.
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After a quarter of a century the novel of Ricardo Giiiraides is
alive and no longer requires favorabl~_criticism or the help of
patriotism for its, success. It is useless both to defend it or attack
it. As in the case of Don Quijotel sequels have been written to
Don Segundol but none of these even remotely compares with the
original.
I have often been asked if. Don Segundo Sambra is the best
Spanish-American novel. Knowing that I undertake a great responsibility, I have answered "yes:' Don Segundo is an exemplary
novel, and as such it should be placed beside the classic novels of
our language.
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